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Request for Proposals for a New Base Program at the Univ. of Northern Iowa 
13 January 2012 

 
Background:  The NASA Iowa Space Grant Consortium (ISGC) www.iaspacegrant.org/ sponsors 
projects having the goals of involving students in research and making connections with NASA Centers 
and research activities (www.nasa.gov/about/sites/index.html). For several years, the ISGC has sponsored 
Enhancing Remote Sensing Education in Iowa at the University of Northern Iowa (UNI), which has been 
the source of many innovative projects.  Due to its success, this program is being graduated.  The ISGC 
intends to develop a new base program that promotes involvement of undergraduate students in research.  
The new activity will receive recurring funding for a period of time (minimum of three years) sufficient 
for it to become self-sustaining through non-ISGC funding sources.  
 
Request:  Brief white papers (two pages maximum) are requested from within UNI to lead a new base 
program for the period beginning in Program Year 23 (2012) through at least Program Year 25 (2014). 
The tentative prospective budget profile (subject to availability of NASA funds) is given below.  Based 
upon a review of these white papers, a few of the best proposals will be selected for invitation to submit a 
full proposal.  Prospective applicants are encouraged to discuss their ideas with Dr. Charisse Buising 
(charisse.buising@drake.edu), ISGC Associate Director for Research or Dr. Ramanathan Sugumaran 
(sugu@uni.edu), ISGC Director, to see if their ideas fall within the scope of this opportunity. 
 
Criteria:  An effective base program is one that: involves students in interdisciplinary research, builds 
connections to NASA Centers and research activities (see Appendix A for examples), or other prospective 
future funding sources, aligns with documented NASA and State needs and priorities, involves students 
and others from multiple disciplines, involves other ISGC affiliates (where appropriate), provides 
adequate matching funds, and has a high potential for becoming self-sustaining.  Funding students for 
summer internships either at UNI, NASA centers, or private industry is highly encouraged. 
 
Schedule:  White papers are due to the ISGC office (isgc@iastate.edu) via electronic submission by 
4:00 p.m. 20 February 2012.  Finalists will be notified by 12 March 2012 and invited to submit full 
proposals due by 4:00 p.m. 2 April 2012.  Final selection will be announced by 30 April 2012.  Funding 
will begin no earlier than 17 May 2012 for the winning proposal. 
 
Budget:  The table below is an example of the grant funding and required match for each program year.  
All NASA funds except scholarship/tuition funds must be matched dollar for dollar (1:1) by cash or in-
kind non-federal funds. No indirect costs are paid on ISGC NASA funds.  However, with prior 
approval from UNI’s Office of Sponsored Programs, indirect costs (IDC) may be used to meet the non-
federal match requirement.  IDC are calculated using Modified Total Direct Costs (MTDC).  All 
individuals (faculty, staff, and students) receiving NASA funds must be U.S. citizens.  Equipment 
purchases, foreign travel, and non-citizen support are not permitted.   
 
 

Program Year 23 (2012) 24 (2013) 25 (2014) 
ISGC NASA Base Funds $20,000 $25,000 $25,000 
Required Non-Federal Match: $20,000 $25,000 $25,000 
     Direct Cost Match $10,418 $13,023 $13,023 
     Unrecovered IDC (31.5% of Base Funds MTDC) $6,300 $7,875 $7,875 
     IDC on Direct Match (31.5% of Direct Cost Match MTDC) $3,282 $4,102 $4,102 
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Appendix A. NASA Mission Directorates and Centers  
(Source: NASA) 

 
I. NASA Mission Directorates  
NASA’s Mission to pioneer the future in space exploration, scientific discovery, and aeronautics research, draws 
support from three Mission Directorates, each with a specific responsibility.  

1. The Aeronautics Research Mission Directorate (ARMD) conducts vital research to make air travel more 
efficient, safe, green, and to uncover leading-edge solutions for the Next Generation Air Transportation 
System (NextGen) in the United States. ARMD’s fundamental research in traditional aeronautical 
disciplines and emerging disciplines helps address substantial noise, emissions, efficiency, performance 
and safety challenges that must be met in order to design vehicles that can operate in the NextGen 
(www.aeronautics.nasa.gov). Researchers responding to the ARMD should propose research that is aligned 
with one or more of the ARMD programs. Proposers are directed to the following:  

• ARMD Programs: www.aeronautics.nasa.gov/programs.htm 
• Research Opportunities in Aeronautics (ROA) http://nspires.nasaprs.com (select ― “Solicitations” 

and then ―”Open Solicitations”)  
2. The Science Mission Directorate (SMD) leads the Agency in four areas of research: Earth Science, 

Heliophysics, Planetary Science, and Astrophysics. SMD works closely with the broader scientific 
community, considers national initiatives, and uses the results of National Research Council studies to 
define a set of “Big Questions” in each of these four research areas. These questions, in turn, fuel mission 
priorities and the SMD research agenda. The SMD also sponsors research that both enables, and is enabled 
by, NASA’s exploration activities. SMD has a portfolio of Education and Public Outreach projects that are 
connected to its research efforts (http://nasascience.nasa.gov). Detailed information on SMD research 
priorities is available at the following URLs:  

• NASA Science Plan 2010: http://science.hq.nasa.gov/strategy/ and 
http://science.nasa.gov/media/medialibrary/2010/08/30/2010SciencePlan_TAGGED.pdf.  

• Research Opportunities in Space and Earth Science (ROSES): http://nspires.nasaprs.com/external/. 
Select ― Solicitations, ― Open “Solicitations”, and then ― “Research Opportunities in Space 
and Earth Sciences (ROSES) – 2009”.  

3. The Human Exploration and Operations (HEO) explores activities beyond low Earth orbit include the 
management of Commercial Space Transportation, Exploration Systems Development, Human Space 
Flight Capabilities, Advanced Exploration Systems, and Space Life Sciences Research & Applications. The 
directorate is similarly responsible for Agency leadership and management of NASA space operations 
related to Launch Services, Space Transportation, and Space Communications in support of both human 
and robotic exploration programs. Detailed information on SMD research priorities is available at the 
following URL: 

• http://www.nasa.gov/directorates/heo/home/index.html 
 
II. NASA Centers 

* NASA Headquarters - Washington, D.C. www.hq.nasa.gov/ 
* Ames Research Center - Moffett Field, California www.arc.nasa.gov/ 
* Dryden Flight Research Center - Edwards, California www.dfrc.nasa.gov/dryden.html 
* Glenn Research Center - Lewis Field, Ohio www.grc.nasa.gov/ 
* Goddard Space Flight Center - Greenbelt, Maryland www.gsfc.nasa.gov/GSFC_homepage.html 
* Jet Propulsion Laboratory - Pasadena, California www.jpl.nasa.gov/ 
* Johnson Space Center - Houston, Texas www.jsc.nasa.gov/ 
* Kennedy Space Center - Cape Canaveral, Florida www.ksc.nasa.gov/ksc.html 
* Langley Research Center - Hampton, Virginia www.larc.nasa.gov/larc.html 
* Marshall Space Flight Center - Huntsville, Alabama www.msfc.nasa.gov/ 
* Stennis Space Center - Mississippi www.ssc.nasa.gov/ 
* Wallops Flight Facility - Wallops Island, Virginia www.wff.nasa.gov/ 

 


